PART VII
I
in a musty out-of-print volume the impressions are recorded
of Lady Emmeline Stuart-Wortley, a naive and distinguished
English lady of fashion, who travelled in 1850 with her
little girl, as I in 1921 with my little son. She attracts my
attention because our paths and sometimes our impressions
are the same.
She visited New York, Washington, Philadelphia, Pittsburg
and other places where I followed in her footsteps, which led
mt in time as far as Vera Cruz and Mexico City. She dared,
in a genteel mid-Victorian fashion to generalize, about a people
whom I find almost too complicated to understand. The value
of .her opinion is its sincerity* She had no ulterior motive for
wishing to please.
In these days when most people (even queens) visit the United
States for profit rather than curiosity, and before one has even
landed reporters ask for one's impressions, it is not possible
to form a leisured opinion. Lady Emmeline, of course, did not
require to make money, didn't come to lecture, was not reputed
revolutionary. She was free to express herself and did so
appreciatively. Whether she replied to the reporters (one
supposes there were reporters seventy years ago!) with the
same condescension as she wrote, it is amusing to surmise.
L'I like the Americans," she begins, "they are particularly
courteous and obliging, and seem amiably anxious that foreigners
should carry away a favourable impression of them.—I am de-
termined not to be prejudiced, but to judge of them exactly as I
find them, and I shall most pertinaciously continue to praise them.
The superior classes (!) have almost always excellent manners, and
a great deal of real and natural as well as acquired refinement, and
are often besides—which perhaps will not be believed in fastidious
England—extremely distinguished looking,"
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